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Answers and Bridges to “Welcome to a Visit of Ukraine” 
 

 

 

A. Where was Sigmund Freud’s mother born?   
 
 
 

A1 – She was born in Brody raised in Odesa.  

B. Where did the current Greek Catholic bishop of 
L’viv live before coming to Ukraine?  
 
 

B3 – Buenos Aires (like the pope). But all the 
mentioned cities are home to a big Ukrainian 
diaspora. 

C. Which of these Ukrainian cities is not among the 
three most important Ukrainian centers of IT 
industry?  
 
 

C2 - Odesa is number 4. 
The 3 biggest IT centers of Ukraine are Kiyv, 
L’viv and Charkiv.  

D. The founder of Donezk (still under another name) 
came from which country? 
 

 

D3 - John Hughes who came from Wales with 
his workers in the second half of the 19th 
century.  

E. Who of these very influential poets, who were 
writing in Ukrainian, was a serf (Leibeigener)?  
 
 

E3 - Taras  Schewtschenko was owned by a 
German landowner called Engelhardt and 
bought free by his friends in St. Petersburg.   

F. Which of these documents / this information you 
would not need entering Ukraine in 2009?  
 
 
 

F3 – A visa was not needed after 2005 
anymore for people from EU and Switzerland 
In the other direction it took until 2017.     

G. How many men are veterans from the war in the 
east of Ukraine?  
 
 

G3 – Unbelievable 500.000 

H. Based on Napoleon’s “Code Civil” other European 
Countries started to have a civil code 
(“Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch”). In which city the 
inhabitants would first benefit from such a 
codex? 
 

H2 - In L’viv– the Austrians were frightened by 
this new way to handle society and law and 
tested it several years in Galicia. 
Austrian lawyers still call it the Galizische 
Gesetzbuch.    

I. Where in Ukraine did Edgar Schein live when he 
was young? 
 
 
 

I3 – In Odesa , his father taught mathematics 
in Odesa.   

J. Which language is spoken in the catholic 
cathedral in L’viv?  
 

J3  - Polish of course      . 
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K. Who did not live in the L’viv area before coming 
to Vienna?  
 
 
 
 
 

K2 – King Sobieski’s house in L’viv can still be 
visited, Kolschitzky was a member of the old 
Armenian minority from L’viv.  
Piatnik is an Ukrainian name, but he came 
from Budapest.  

L. Which of these three important concepts of 
international law was not developed by a person 
studying law at the university in L’viv?  
 

L2 – war of aggression.  
“Crimes against humanity” was coined by Sir 
Hersch Lauterpacht and “Genocide” by Mr. 
Raphael Lemkin – both studied law in L’viv.  
  

M. The journalist who asked the people to come to 
Maidan had “migration background”. Where did 
he come from?  
 
 

M3 - Mustafa Najjem - whose father was an 
Afghan deputy minister - called people to 
Maidan via Facebook in November 2013.  
 

N. Who of these Soviet leaders was born in Ukraine?  
 
 
 

N3 – Khrushchev. 

O. After the Option in S-Tirol /Alto Adige Hitler 
planned to settle Tyrolian farmers in Ukraine. 
Which area was chosen for this plan?   
 

O3 - The Crim was chosen. The plan was 
reportedly never executed.  But I heard 
privately stories of families, who really were 
there by the end of the war, driving back 
home by horse and carriage. 
   

P. How much is the average monthly income in 
Ukraine? 
  
 
 

P1 - 350 Euro was the highest recent gross 
income in Ukraine.   

Q. Jewish community in Odesa consists of about 
how many members?  
 
 

Q3 - 50.000 left from a much bigger 
population before. 

R. Where did the first mayor of Odesa come from?  
 

R2 – France; it was a Richelieu – yes related to 
the cardinal.    

S. Which city out of these three cities is the one 
closest to Kyiv (by car)?    
 
 
 

S2 - Chernobyl.   
L’viv – 543 km  
Chernobyl – 134 km  
Charkiv – 479 km  

T. The linear distance between Vienna and Bregenz 
is shorter than the linear distance between 
Vienna and L’viv. By how many kilometers?  
 

T3 – Actually only 87 km; Vienna – L’viv is 587 
km.  

 


